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Abstract 

VC dimension and structural risk minimisation
SVMs for separable and non-separable data
kernel mapping technique: used when nonlinear
example of homogeneous polynomial and Gaussian radial basis function
kernels(RBF)

Introduction 

A Bound on the Generalisation Performance of a Pattern
Recognition Learning Machine 

observations: , with 

label: 

mapping: 

expected risk: , 
 only when  exists.

empirical risk: 

From the result of [Vanpik,1995] when know that:

Here we can see that:

the actuel risk  is bounded above, but maybe not "tight" at all
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this result is connected to , that has a sense in probability
when  fixed, independent of distribution or probability
should know  in order to compute the risk bound
VC Confidence 

we call the whole term at the right of equality the risk bound and the term 

 as VC Confidence.

with  the loss with probability  
and  an integer we refer to as VC Dimension, it is in fact a measure of
capacity of our trained machine, and is defined as the maximum number of
points can be shattered.

The VC dimension 

Considering a two class pattern recognition problem, i.e.: 

So in this particular case, we use our set of function  to shatter the
data.

Theo 1: the VC Dimension in the space  is 
Proof: choosing  point as origin and in  we have the other 
points/vectors linear independent, we can not do better than that.

We should see that even we hope to have a larger VC dimension to
minimise the VC confidence, to make fewer error with our trained machine,
that does not really always make sense because:

bound makes no sense if we have 
and there is no direct link between the VC Dimension and the capacity of
the machine
it is just a upper bound, the actuel risk can be much more smaller
at the same time, a grand capacity machine often results in the problem
of "overfitting" and lack of generalisation performance
but on the other hand, one show that even with a particular problem
with a infinite VC dimension, we can still have very good performance, (in
fact even the intuition of large capacity leads to poor performance is not
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always true)which means in some way, the case when infinite VC
dimension is the one we should pay special attention

SRM: structured risk minimisation 

try to find the "best" subset in our set of function so that MIN risk bound

But because of the fact that  is discret, we should kind of use a nested
structure(circles in circles)

method is simple, we train a lot of machines and pick up the "best" one.

Linear Support Vector Machines 

The separable case 

using a hyperplane  to separate the data
min distances from hyperplane to + and - examples are noted as 
margin is defined as 

In this linear separable case, the objective is just to find the corresponding 
 and  that makes 

So we have:

which can also be conclured as

For the distance, we have: , so the margin 

So very straight forward, the problem of MAX margin becomes the problem
of MIN the value of  or 

Those data points which lie on the bound are named Support Vectors, we
can even see later that our decision boundary depends only on those SVs,
all others are kind of redundant, which seems can make things much faster
and easier, but get stacked because of the impossibility of prediction.
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By using the classical tool of Lagrangemultipliers , we can write our first
objective function as:

which is to be minimized by adjusting the values of  and all 
Knowing the fact that it is a convex optimization problem helps us to simply
by using the so-called Wolfe dual optimization:

with the solution given by 

One can clearly see that the data points corresponding to  are the
Svs that we desire.

The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT) condition 

KKT condition, which it necessary and sufficient for a set of  to be
the solution of optimization problem as given as follow:

We often the last line to find/decide the value of , which is often referred
to as threshold.

A simple example 

Attention to the Hessian Matrix appear in our calculs.
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Test phase 

we know that in linear case, things are quiet simple and the decision
boundary is just the middle point of the two hyperplanes  and , so
the class of a unclassified data  is given by , or maybe for
better understanding we can say it is compared to 0, as it should be.

The Non-Separable case 

Idea: the non-separable is simply the that we can not give a solution by a
linear combinition of given , within the tolerant of certain error given by
user. So we have to relax the constaints, but only when we have
to(necessary), which of course generates further costs that should be taken
into account.

So we introduce these positive slack variables  for , so our
constraits become:

which can also be writen as:

Remark: if there is error,  must : so the sum  can be
considered as the upper bound of # of training errors(in doubt because of
the signs).
So our new objective function: , with of course
different choices of  and .

Ususally  is a value determined by usr, which kind of represent the
sensibility of our training machine to errors.

And for , if we choose , we will have:
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So always in the same way, we can write for our new problem the
corresponding dual problem and KKT condition as following:

Dual problem:

and the solution given by: 

and also the KKT condition.

Nonlinear Support Vector Machines 

Idea: notice that data only appears in the way of dot product ( )
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